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Abstract: Most of industrial processes are nonlinear, not stationary, and dynamical
with at least few different time scales in their internal dynamics and hardly measured
states. A biological wastewater treatment plant falls into this category. The paper
considers modelling such processes for monitorning and control purposes by using
State - Space Wavelet Neural Networks (SSWN). The modelling method is illustrated
based on bioreactors of the wastewater treatment plant. The learning algorithms and
basis function (multidimensional wavelets) are also proposed. The simulation results
based on real data record are presented.
Keywords: neural network models, model approximation, learning algorithms,
waste treatment.
1 Introduction
Biological wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) are very important due to their ability of neutralising
results of human activity.
Figure 1: Activated sludge reactor (bioreactor) with secondary clarifier
Typical WWTP consists of three phases of treatment: mechanical, biological and chemical. Example
of biological part of WWTP (bioreactor with secondary clarifier) is shown in figure 1. Before biological
treatment the wastewater passes through mechanical treatment where coarse particle, inorganic solids
and suspended particulate matter are removed. Chemical treatment may be implemented before, after or
into biological treatment.
Activated sludge is responsible for nitrogen and phosphorus removing in bioreactor. Biological treat-
ment, due nitrogen and phosphorous removing, consists of three phases: anaerobic, anoxic and aerobic.
in figure 1 recirculation (from secondary clarifier to anoxic zone and from anoxic to anaerobic) are
shown. Control of that recirculation, the air flow rate to aerobic zone and excessive sludge flow rate is
very important for the process quality [8].
Wastewater treatment process is very complex due to its specific features such as: highly non-linear
and multiple time scale dynamics, varying influent flow, high dimension of state vector with many states
not accessible by hard sensors; see [4] for details.
Due to nationwide regulations, which force high standards on treated wastewater quality, a need for
better treatment still exists. There are two solutions of this problem. The first is to enlarge the WWTP
and the second, to implement an intelligent control system. ItŠs obvious that the last proposition is better
in an economic sense.
The main purpose of control of WWTP is to keep all quality parameters of treated waste under
specific norm. Because of complexity of the process, the advanced control technologies are required.
The multilevel-multilayer hierarchical control structure was recently derived [1] and further developed
in [4].
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Figure 2: Multilevel-multilayer hierarchical control structure
This structure (figure 2) consists of 3 control levels: supervisory control level, optimising control
level and follow up control level; each with different control objectives. Optimising Control Level (OCL)
uses a Robust Model Predictive Control (RMPC) algorithm and it is decomposed into three layers each
with different control horizon and time scale. This work assembles on modeling the WWTP for RMPC
and supervisory control. A good candidate for modelling a dynamical, non-linear system with multiple
time scales is a State Space Wavelet Network (SSWN). Using the wavelets as the basis functions solves
the multiple time scale problem. The rest of article order goes as follow. Section 2 is a description of
problem statement. Wavelet Networks are presented in section 3. A learning algorithm is proposed in
section 4. Stability of SSWN is mentioned in section 5. Application and results are shown in section 6
and 7.
2 Problem statement
The paper aim is to verify the possibility of applying the SSWN modelling of a WWTP for monitor-
ing and control purposes.
2.1 Monitoring of WWTP for supervisory control purposes
Monitoring the WWTP state is essential for the supervisory control purposes [4]. Most of the WWTP
states are not measurable. Even though the SSWN for state monitoring can be made. First model of
WWTP in SIMBA has to be calibrated. Methods for SIMBA model calibration are presented in [2].
When calibrated model in SIMBA is available then it can be used as a data generator for learning the
SSWN.
2.2 Progress of the hierarchical intelligent control structure
The layer decomposition of the OCL raises a loss on optimality and certain problems with accom-
modating the constraints into the layer optimisation tasks. As the new SSWN model has an ability to
combine the two time scales (fast and medium), the fast and medium layers can be combined into one
layer, hence eliminating the above problems.
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3 Wavelet network
Wavelet Network is a neural network with one hidden layer consisting wavelets as the basis function.
Wavelets are specific mathematical functions and are described below. Neurons made up of wavelets are
called wavelons.
3.1 Wavelets
Any function satisfying the conditions (1) and (2), where ψ(ω) is a Fourier transform of Ψ(t), is
called a mother wavelet. It is required that
Cψ =
∫ ∞
0
|ψ(ω)|2
ω
dω < ∞ (1)∫
Ψ(t)dt = 0 (2)
Examples of wavelets are Haar wavelet or Morlet wavelet shown in figure 3 and defined by the equations
(3) and (4) respectively.
Ψ(x) =

1, 0≤ x < 0.5
−1, 0.5≤ x < 1
0, elsewere
(3)
Ψ(x) = exp(−x2/2)∗ cos(5x) (4)
A family of wavelets is made by dilating and translating mother wavelet. See equation (5), where d and
Figure 3: Haar and Morlet mother wavelets.
t represent the dilation and translation parameters respectively.
Ψdt(x) =
√
dΨ(d(x− t)) (5)
The translation and dilation parameter determine the position (time) and scale (frequency) domain. The
wavelets represented by equation (5) may be design as orthonormal.
3.2 Multidimensional wavelets
The multidimensional wavelet (6) was presented first by Zhang and Beneveniste in [11]. In equation
(6) ΨS(x) is a one–dimensional wavelet, X is a vector and Ψ(X) is a scalar
Ψ(X) = Ψ(x1, ...,xn) = Πnj=1ΨS(x j) (6)
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Few months later Zhang [12] presented new multidimensional wavelet - radial wavelet (7) and (8) where
Ψ(X) is a one–dimensional wavelet.
Ψ(X) = ΨS(||x||) (7)
||x||= (xT x) 12 (8)
It is logical that for a multivariable function approximation the multidimensional wavelets are desir-
able. The multidimensional wavelet (6) was tested and some problems were encountered. First, often
the optimisation problem to be solved by the learning algorithm was illU˝conditioned. Second, a large n
relatively easily led to overparameterization.
Only when radial wavelet (equations (7) and (8)) was used the network learning was successfully
finalized. The radial multidimensional wavelet, used in the paper, is given by equations (9) - (13) and it
is shown in figure 4.
Figure 4: Multidimensional radial wavelon.
z=[x,u] (9)
d j = [d1, j, ...,dK+M+N, j] (10)
t j = [t1, j, ..., tK+M+N, j] (11)
A= diag(d j)∗ (z−t j)T (12)
a j = R(A(z,d,t)) = (AT A)
1
2 (13)
A one U˝ dimension wavelet used in this application was a morlet wavelet (4). Proposed structure for
a wavelon was described in [12].
3.3 Feed-forward and Input-Output Wavelet Networks.
It was presented in [5] that Feed–Forward Wavelet Network (FFWN) in the form (14) is a universal
approximator for any function in Sobolev space.
Wavelet Networks have more freedom then other neural networks because of number of optimised
parameters for each wavelon.
z = ΣNi=1wiΨ(di(x− ti)) (14)
The wavelet network for one-dimensional input network is described by equation (14), where di and ti are
dilation and translation parameters respectively, wi are linear weights and N is a number of wavelons. A
feed forward wavelet network (figure 5) was presented first by Zhang and Beneveniste [11]. A Dynamical
Wavelet Network (DWN) was presented in [7]. The DWN structure is shown in figure 6. It is the Input–
Output structure, which is commonly used but it has some drawbacks that do not permit this DWN to
be used for WWTP modelling. Since 1992 many wavelet networks were presented and used in different
places of human activity.
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Figure 5: Feed-forward wavelet network.
Figure 6: Dynamical wavelet nertwork.
3.4 State Space Wavelet Network
State Space Wavelet Network (SSWN) is not as well known as FFWN or DWN but it has specific
advantages over mentioned networks. Due to its of internal state space component the SSWN, better
captures the modeled plant structure. Therefore the modeling error is smaller and the learning process is
faster. Nevertheless, there is no proof for such a network to be the universal approximator.
SSWN with multidimensional wavelets is shown in figure 7 and described by the equations (15) and
(16), where N is a number of outputs, M +N is a number of state variables, K is a number of inputs
(control and disturbance), L is a number of wavelons. A number of parameters to be estimated during
learning process are then (2∗L∗ (N+M+K)+L∗ (N+M)). It combines the state space architecture of
dynamic neural network [10] with the multidimensional wavelons as the processing nodes.
Figure 7: Structure of State Space Wavelet Network with multidimensional wavelons
∀N+Mi=1 xi(k+1) = ΣLj=1wi, j ∗Ψ j(x(k),u(k)) (15)
∀Ni=1yi(k) = ΣLj=1wi, j ∗Ψ j(x(k),u(k)) (16)
4 Learning Algorithm
During searching for the right structure of wavelet network, selecting the learning algorithm was
also investigated. Searching over a large set of combinatorial optimization algorithms included: Simple
Genetic Algorithm (SGA), SGA with elitism, Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), EA with SBX crossover,
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Simulated Annealing (SA) and parallel hybrid of SA and EA with the use of computer grid technology.
The SA algorithm turned out to be the best for our problems.
4.1 Simulated annealing
Whilst inspiration for GA and EA was in biology (genetic), the SA was inspired by thermodynamics
(Statistical Mechanics). The algorithm was motivated by the growing mechanism of a single crystal from
a melt [6]. It was found that slow cooling (annealing) of melted metal goes to low state of energy while
fast cooling does not.
A simple algorithm based on Monte Carlo search was proposed in (Metropolis 1953) which then
became an important part of the SA algorithm [6]. This algorithm works on a chain of atoms (S). In each
step one atom from the chain is disturbed and the new chain energy E(S′) is calculated. A difference
between the chain S and S′ energies is calculated by equation (17).
∆E = E(S′)−E(S) (17)
If ∆E < 0 then new chain S′ is accepted; otherwise the new chain is conditionally accepted with a
probability given by Boltzmann probability factor (18), where kB is a BoltzmannŠs constant and T is
a temperature factor. Whilst T is not real temperature and kB is a constant then product kB ∗T may be
replaced for practical implementation by single factor T .
P(∆E) = exp(−∆E/(kBT )) (18)
The annealing schedule was added in [6] in order to formalise the SA algorithm. The SA algorithm
works iteratively as follow. For given temperature T0 the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) method is
applied. When chain of atoms is said to be stable then new T is computed and MMC is applied; this
procedure goes as long as the temperature reaches 0 or the energy obtains optimum. For the new T the
computation-annealing schedule is given by equation (19), where T0 is initial temperature and k is SA
iteration counter. For practical matter chain of atoms is said to be stable when MMC iteration counter
obtain an established number.
T (k) =
T0
1+ ln(k)
(19)
4.2 A simple method for SSWN learning with simulated annealing algorithm
In the paper the learning procedure was implemented as follow:
– Initialize a chain of atoms,
– Set the initial temperature,
– Establish a number of MMC iterations needed to obtain a stable chain,
– Run iterative SA algorithm.
Initialization of chain of atoms is made using a random number generator with upper and lower
constrains for weights and wavelet coefficients. The initial temperature is chosen by the user (between
0 and 1). Number of MMC iterations is proportional to length of the chain of atoms. In optimisation
only one chain of atom should be used because convergence of SA is independent of initialization due to
exploring nature of the method.
Before the SA is applied the energy function must be described. Energy function is given by equation
(20), where Y is the plant output and Yκ is a SSWN output, N is a number of SSWN outputs, J is a number
of samples taken for network learning.
E =
1
N ∗ J Σ
N
i=1Σ
J
j=1|Yi, j−Yκi, j| (20)
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It is important to normalize the data before learning the network.
5 Stability of SSWN
It was proved that under certain conditions the State Space Neural Networks (SSNN) can be made
stable [9]. The sufficient conditions for the stability suitable constrain the network weights.
It is not a subject of this work to proof the SSWN stability. However, we shall demonstrate by
simulation that the stability is in place if the network parameters are constrained. A discharge of a
randomly chosen initial state of the network is illustraed in figure 8. After the discharge has been finished
the network output accurately follows the plant output.
Figure 8: Discharge of randomly chosen initial state of SSWN
6 Application
After the SSWN structure and learning algorithm have been chosen the inputs, outputs, size of the
state vector and the number of wavelons must be fixed.
Figure 9: Learning results for different M and L
The presented SSWN was applied to wastewater treatment plant modelling. The modelled plant
consists of 4 control inputs (flow rate to aerobic zone, 2 recirculation flow rates and excessive sludge
flow rate), 4 measured or estimated disturbance inputs, including inflow and quality (COD, BOD, T SS),
and 4 outputs: outflow (Q), concentrations of nitrate and nitrite nitrogen (SNO) and NH+4 +NH3 nitrogen
(SNH) in effluent and concentration of oxygen in aerobic zone (SO).
Still the number of state space variables M and number of wavelons L are unknown. Fortunately we
know the size of state of the modelled plant, which is 14 for each zone of biological treatment. Therefore
M was searched in a set of values: 14, 21 and 28; the larger M implied a huge set of optimized parameters.
In order to reduce the computational burden M wavelons were applied. The network was parameterized
by 980, 1911 and 3136 parameters, respectively. Results of the learning (limited to single output) for
these three parameterization examples are shown in figure 9. Finally M and L were selected as 28 to give
small modelling error and acceptable learning time.
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7 Results
The results of long term learning are shown in figure 10. The learning time was around 36 hours
with simulated annealing algorithm. The bold line shows the modelled plant output while the dashed
line illustrates the network output. The mean modelling error was about 1.84
Figure 10: Comparison of model and plant outputs
8 Conclusions
A structure of a dynamical wavelet network called State Space Wavelet Network (SSWN) has been
proposed. The Multidimensional Radial Wavelon has been proposed as the network processing nodes.
The Simulated Annealing for the SSWN learning has been derived and validated by application to mod-
elling the wastewater treatment plant.
It has been demonstrated that such a network is able to approximate this dynamic, nonlinear, not
stationary process with several different time scales.
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